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ECJ judgment in Lakebrink: negative foreign rental income to be taken into 
account in the state of employment for the determination of the tax rate if the 
taxpayer earns at least 90% of his income there

On 18 July 2007, the ECJ delivered its judgment in the case of Lakebrink (C-182/06) in 
favour of the taxpayer. The case concerned the application of Article 157ter of the 
Luxembourg Income Tax Law (“LITL”) according to which non-resident individuals, 
taxable in Luxembourg on the basis of 90% of their local and foreign source 
professional income, can be taxed, on demand, at the tax rate applicable to residents.  
In this case, the calculation of the tax rate is based on their Luxembourg income plus 
foreign professional income, excluding foreign income other than professional. For 
Luxembourg residents however, the calculation of the tax rate is to be made taking into 
account the worldwide income and is hence not restricted only to foreign professional 
income.

In the case at hand, the spouses Lakebrink, both German residents and realizing the 
major part of their income in Luxembourg, were taxed at the tax rate applicable for 
residents based on Article 157ter but a tax loss related to real estate located in 
Germany was not taken into account for the calculation of the tax rate, on the ground 
that it did not represent foreign professional income. Such loss would however have 
been taken into account if the spouses Lakebrink were residents.

The Lakebrinks challenged the assessment and the Luxembourg Administrative Court 
referred a preliminary question to the ECJ on whether the provisions of Article 157ter 
LITL, as described, are contrary to the free movement of workers (Article 39 EC).

The ECJ held, mainly on the basis of the Schumacker jurisprudence, that due to the fact 
that the Lakebrinks were deriving almost all of their income in Luxembourg, they were in 
a situation similar to that of Luxembourg residents for the purposes of the calculation of 
their tax rate. Indeed, the ability to pay tax may be regarded as forming part of the 
personal situation of the non-resident within the meaning of the judgment in 
Schumacker. Therefore, the application of Article 157ter LITL with the effect of denying 
non-residents advantages normally granted to residents in a case where the non-
residents are in a situation effectively comparable to residents, was considered a 
discriminatory treatment contrary to Article 39 EC.

Furthermore, the ECJ considered that the argument brought forward by the Luxembourg 
and the Netherlands Governments that the situation does not result in a discriminatory 
treatment because positive foreign real estate income earned by non-residents is not 
taken into account either for the calculation of their tax in Luxembourg, was not upheld. 
Unfavourable tax treatment contrary to a fundamental freedom cannot be justified by the 
existence of other tax advantages. 
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